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PRECISION & VALUE
Helix clients benefit from an intimate, tailored approach
that promotes productivity and cost savings
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Helix is more than a supplier. It is a
holistic service partner whose
time-served approach is underpinned by an ability to provide
value to its customers’ commercial endeavours. Approaching its
22nd year in business the £5.5m turnover
company has built its reputation on longterm relationships focused on providing the
best possible solutions to customer needs.
Indeed, each of its clients benefit from an intimate, tailored approach that promotes productivity and cost savings.
The business, headquartered in Leeds and
operating
predominantly
throughout
Yorkshire, achieves this by understanding its
customers’ commercial goals. Through its
own extensive expertise, each client has its
own dedicated applications engineer who will
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work closely to identify where Helix can provide the optimum benefit for the process or
processes in question.
This could mean utilising new materials,
increasing capacity or tool life, identifying production bottlenecks or benchmarking against a
variety of criteria. The result is a complete solution driven by Helix’s ability to draw upon a
wide range of branded products from original
equipment manufacturers. It’s where its independence really distinguishes it from competitors and a big reason behind managing director
Charles Robinson’s ambition to double
turnover within five years.
“The service has understandably developed
significantly over the years,” he says. “Our aim in
the early days was to be a technical engineers’
merchant, supplying cutting tools to the local
manufacturing industry with a real emphasis on
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offering technical support. That has underpinned our growth as we have evolved into a
tool management specialist offering both consultancy and supply. I often say to the clients,
we are an engineering business just like you
that happens to supply cutting tools.”
Helix’s expertise is enhanced further by its
independency. “We have access to all the
OEM brands which gives us the opportunity
to not only develop a specific solution for our
customers’ needs but identify the best possible product to deliver that solution. Thanks to
our independent position we can be more
adaptable to the market, allowing us to offer
best in class for whatever machining discipline the customer may be involved in,”
explains Robinson.
Importantly, Helix adds value to its
clients’ activities by benchmarking its
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Advanced Manufacturing Park,
South Yorkshire

processes in order to identify ways to operate more efficiently. Through this, Helix proposes potential cost savings before trialling
new processes, reporting on results and,
eventually, fully implementing a new system. In the last 12 months Helix has saved
its customers over £1.5m.
It is able to do this through close working
relationships dedicated to gaining an intimate
understanding of a client’s activities. The
client gains from Helix’s time-served directly
employed engineers who can deliver the benefits of the company’s independent standing,
taking advantage of a comprehensive range of
brands to offer the best option on a case-bycase basis. Engineers also oversee key
accounts, looking after individual clients on a
dedicated basis. This, says Robinson, breeds a
sense of ownership which in turn produces a
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stronger relationship between the business
and its customers.
The savings Helix has been able to find for
its clients have strengthened its own reputation. Working across a variety of sectors
including aerospace, medicine, automotive
and power generation, it has recently developed a growing presence in the oil and gas
sector. The downturn experienced within the
sector has seen businesses grow increasingly
concerned with streamlining productivity
and finding efficiency savings. Helix’s proven
expertise in addition to its line side supply of
high performance cutting tools has made it
an ideal partner.
“A difficult market has created opportunities for us. A lot of our customers are coming to
us and saying how can we increase productivity, capacity and reduce costs to become competitive. In challenging times we are actually
growing our market share because customers
are recognising they needed somebody who
brings more value to them than just selling
tools,” acknowledges Robinson.
“It’s a closed-loop package,” he adds.
“Alongside best in class tooling, we offer an
unmanned, totally secure tool store. The savings we have made for our customers is not by
being cheaper but through cost saving analysis
and the implementation of processes that have
increased productivity.”
The company’s confident growth shows
no signs of stopping in 2016 but Robinson’s
ambitions go much further than the bottom
line. Having opened a second office in 2014
at the Advanced Manufacturing Park in
South Yorkshire, Helix’s founder wants to
give back to the industry that has been so
rewarding to him. This has seen the company
work with the AMRC training centre in

Engineering the Next Generation

“The savings we have
made for our customers
is not by being cheaper
but through cost saving
analysis and the
implementation of
processes that have
increased productivity”

Rotherham to deliver its apprenticeship
scheme. Its latest success story is the promotion of apprentice Jake Corbally-Lidgett to
trainee applications engineer.
It’s important to promote the industry to
the youth of today, says Robinson. “A lot of people don’t appreciate how vibrant the specialist
manufacturing sectors are in the UK. One of
the challenges, however, is that over the last
few years not a lot of young people are choosing manufacturing as a profession to go into so
we’ve become heavily involved with the
Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre. As
a distributor there are few like us who are making this level of investment in young engineers
for the next generation.”
In the next 12 months, the managing director wants to continue developing the company’s presence not only in oil and gas but across
all its precision manufacturing activities including the aerospace and automotive sectors
while consistently delivering value to clients.
Its investment in training will continue with the
business expecting to recruit more sales engineers in 2016.
“Helix is very much invested in our customer’s success. If I’m not helping our customers operate more efficiently and productively then I won’t have a future either. That’s
what continues to drive us forward.”

www.helixtools.co.uk
Tel: 0113 234 0777
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